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Abstract: Educating mathematics to teenagers can be a challenging activity. Many 
secondary school students experience the abstraction as being an inevitable, 
always returning obstacle. At the level of primary school and junior high school  
Realistic Mathematics Education (RME) indeed has taken away a lot of aversion to 
this discipline. In order to recognize the usefulness of higher mathematics, we want 
to make senior high school students familiar with Applied Mathematics. Not only 
by stating the applications, but also trying to comprehend these thoroughly. We 
will present materials for the benefit of math lessons with interaction and 
cooperation between students and teacher. In classroom we are prepared to 
discuss student solutions with quick feed back. 

The success story of RME seems to end with the change-over to (senior) high 
school. In fact, understanding an advanced application of mathematics is asking 
for a more detailed description of the mathematical model. Exactly here we find a 
challenge to the student for exploring the present case (and the mathematics 
behinds it). The operating study books all have theoretical foundations in common, 
and this is still very welcome to a math course. But every student gets 
extraordinary more motivated by going deeply into one or more real(istic) 
applications (taking into account student’s level and theoretical knowledge). 

New written small booklets can serve these additional or replacing lessons. In the 
Netherlands they have already introduced the so-called Zebra-booklets, to be 
meant for the upper grades of high school. In this lecture I’ll also present some 
‘learner letters’ for serving middle grades. Such a letter concerns one specific math 
application (waves, codes, etc) and can be managed within three lessons. As 
mentioned, the didactic is focused on interaction and cooperation, still the student 
has to learn fundamental mathematics. 
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